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Physical structure and carbon cycling at the continental scale
Physical structure and carbon cycling at the continental scale

- Canopy structural complexity (CSC) varies at the continental scale
- Beyond LAI
- Scaling and model integration
- Cross-platform comparison

Physical Structure → Resource Acquisition + Efficiency → Production
We are using NEON, LTER, Ameriflux, and other field station sites to examine how and why ecosystem structure relates to forest net primary production.
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Metric of canopy complexity
Arrangement of leaves, rather than amount (LAI)
LAI saturates, while Rugosity continues to increase with stand age

From Hardiman et al. 2013 (FEM)
Portable Canopy LiDAR (PCL)

Reigl 3100VHS-FLP - A near-infrared pulsed laser firing at 2000 Hz
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<tr>
<td>TALL</td>
</tr>
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<td>TREE</td>
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The table above shows the frequency distribution of various categories labeled ARNO, FERN, GRSM, HARV, MLBS, OSBS, SCBI, SERC, TALL, TREE, UNDE, and UVAX. Each category is represented by a histogram on the right side of the table, with the x-axis showing Rugosity and the y-axis showing the frequency distribution.
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Greater than 94% of variance in fPAR from LAI, Deep Gaps, and Porosity
Scaling and model integration

Scaling (e.g. Landsat, etc.)

Model Integration (e.g. ED2)
Scaling and model integration
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TLS-PCL Comparisons

UVA A4-01 West (TLS)
Rugosity = 13.31
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CSC and NPP relationships?
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$r^2 = 0.72$
$p = 0.001$
We are using NEON, LTER, Ameriflux, and field station sites to examine how and why ecosystem structure relates to forest net primary production.
From Hardiman et al. 2011 (Ecology)